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Available online 21 April 2015 Starting with the last quarter of the 19th century until recent modern times, rapidly accelerating
technological transformations and developments result in better and superior materials and cause
improvements in almost every fields of technology. In this regard, materials technologies are also
considered to be one of the major pillars and backbones of modern society with other generic fields
such as energy, information-communication technologies and biotechnologies. Starting with the
21st century, a new era for advanced materials has emerged and greatly influenced by the market
dynamics and intense competition from new entries (e.g. China and other new competitor coun-
tries). Advanced materials engineering has been evolving to become significantly more “integrated
materials systems”. Working on individual and isolated material components is no longer adequate
enough to solve sophisticated engineeringproblems in industry. Therefore, a newchallengehas been
forcing advancedmaterials to becomemore integrated with variety of materials i.e., multi-materials
systems along with interaction of other engineering functions, i.e., multi-functionality. Despite the
fact that regularly developing new technical and scientific achievements and improvements, there
is a lack of research in technology and innovation management of advanced materials covering its
newly forming characteristics in diverse andmulti-sectoral markets. The qualitative findings and re-
sults of selected 18 contracted projects on advanced materials indicate the emerging rise of collabo-
rative networking and cooperative activities within variety of sectors. It was found that the
predominant connections among such activities are with universities, raw materials suppliers,
service-providing companies for testing, analysis, characterization and variety of treatments
(thermal, mechanical and chemical) along with in-house collaborations for processing and applica-
tions. Suchfindings should be considered newand emerging since themarket is verywell known for
its intensely competitive environment and sensitivity for any spillovers of information of any kind.
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1. Introduction

Starting with the last quarter of the 19th century until recent modern times, rapidly accelerating technological transformations
and developments result in better and superiormaterials, called “AdvancedMaterials” and cause improvements in almost every fields
of technology. In this regard, “Advanced Materials” has become one of the important generic technological fields (Kaounides, 1991).
Sometimes called as “high performance materials”, it is claimed that this group of materials is the “future of every modern society”
since they are the basis of all key technologies (Dosch & Van de Voorde, 2001). A general description of advanced materials, in its
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traditional context can be outlined as follows (Baykara, 1998; Kuban et al., 1996): “Materials that are entered theworldmarket in the
second half of the 20th Century with considerable scale in the form of ‘Advanced Ceramics, Polymers, Metals and Composites’ with
high purity, high technical performance and high information content with increasing integral function and variety and high
added-values”. Based on this definition, the classification of advanced materials can be as follows (Fig. 1):

1. Advanced metallic materials
2. Advanced ceramics
3. Advanced polymers
4. Composites: polymer based composites; metal matrix composites; ceramic matrix composites.

In this regard, materials technologies are also considered to be one of the major pillars and backbones of modern society with other
fields of energy, biotechnology and information & communication technologies. Due to such characteristics and strong impacts to other
technological fields, advanced materials are considered to be one of the generic technologies as well. In its classical scheme represented
within the corners of a triangle (metals, ceramics and polymers) and composites along the side lines and at the centre, advanced mate-
rials and its multi-technological & multi-sectoral characteristics have unique norms and characteristics such as (Lastres, 1994):

• Research and development (R&D) intensive;
• Generic structure;
• Multi-disciplinary and multi-technological;
• High potential of cumulative effects;
• High cost and high risk investment requirement;
• Accelerating market potential;
• Comparatively long term for development projects;
• Very intense international competition.

Starting with the 21st century, a new era for advanced materials has emerged and greatly influenced by themarket dynamics and
intense competition fromnewentries (e.g. China and other new competitor countries). Important characteristics of newadvancedma-
terials are particularly focused on their technical functions and multi-faceted characteristics such as physical, mechanical, electrical,
optical, chemical and other variety of properties. For many high performance applications, such unique properties along with others
(smartness, eco-friendliness, light weight, high strength and durability etc.), advanced materials lead to very high added value
products essential for long term profitability and market superiority for firms operating in various sectors such as machinery,
manufacturing, microelectronics, transport, automotive, chemical, energy, aeronautical and other industries (UK Technology
Strategy Board, 2008–2011).

Rapid advancement of technologieswith new scientific results and findings has started to shift advancedmaterials technologies from
its classical scheme towardsmore integratedmulti-materials systems viamulti-functional andmulti variant characteristics such as phys-
ical, mechanical, chemical, electrical, optical and others (Deloitte Global Manufacturing Group, 2012; Yang & Tarascon, 2012). As the tra-
ditional disciplinary classification and descriptions fade away, recent advances indicate more integrated multi-materials systems which
are now far more effective (Yang & Tarascon, 2012). The traditional classification of materials as represented within the corner of a tri-
angle, metals, ceramics, polymers and composites is loosing its meaning as the evolving and competitivemarket structures require com-
bined and enhanced properties of variety of materials functioning within a system's integral structure (Maine & Garnsey, 2006).

Newly formed and continuously evolving norms and characteristics of advanced materials will be outlined along with other parallel
developments such as innovation models and mechanisms, extensive collaboration through networking and increasing needs of com-
mercialization of innovative R&D results. We will also address these issues from the newly forming unique characteristics of advanced
materials and some literature both on the classical and newly forming advancedmaterials schemewill also be outlined. Thereafter, find-
ings based upon a series of contracted R&D projects conducted during the term of 2007–2012 will be elaborated and qualitative assess-
ments will be discussed based upon the arguments outlined for the new paradigm of advanced materials technologies.
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Fig. 1. Classical scheme for advanced materials' classification.
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